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Gossen Corp. introduces Select Trimboard line
MILWAUKEE – Gossen Corp. has introduced a new, versatile line of stock board for exterior
use, especially where weather resistance is important.
The Gossen Select PVC Trimboard can be used for fascia, soffit, rake, frieze, window and door
trim — anywhere a non-structural wood product would be used.
Like other Gossen products, the Select Trimboard is highly durable and holds up against extreme
weather conditions, providing homeowners with trouble-free performance for many years. Select
Trimboard exceeds the 308-04 cellular PVC standard of the American Architectural
Manufacturers Association.
Gossen uses its unique smooth-edge technology on all four sides of the Select Trimboard, with
one side the trimboard having a totally smooth surface and the opposite side having a smoothened
wood-texture appearance. The four finished sides provide smooth exposed edges with no
absorption. While most PVC boards on the market today at ripped from extruded PVC sheets,
Gossen’s are extruded to size so the sides of the boards are sealed, not open from saw cuts.
The Select product was developed to maximize contact with masonry or galvanized metal.
The Select line differs from Gossen’s other trimboard lines in its wide range of size availability.
Gossen Select Trimboard is available in construction lumber dimensions in the most demanded
sizes, with thicknesses up to 5/4-inch and widths up to eight inches.
Gossen’s cellular PVC products can be used with standard woodworking tools. Unlike wood, the
Select Trimboard has more workable application to curved surfaces.
The Gossen Select products are currently being made at the company’s Milwaukee plant with
new technology. The company dedicated three extrusion lines, and will add lines at its
Cartersville, Ga. plant as demand grows.
Gossen Select Trimboard holds a 20-year limited warranty.
More information on Gossen’s Select PVC Trimboard is available by calling 800-558-8984, or by
e-mailing customerservice@gossencorp.com. More information on the company is available at
www.gossencorp.com.
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